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Agreement in Principle Information Session for First Nations: June 27, 2022 
o Resources/Links shared in Chat, Q&A Responses,  

o Video Link: https://ourchildrenourway.ca/resources/2022-jun-27-aip-video/ 

o Dr. Cindy Blackstock, Mary Teegee, Dr. Helaina Gaspard,                                                       

BCAFN Regional Chief Terry Teegee, and Gregory Miller, ISC 

Resources/Links Shared in Chat 

Here is the link to the draft compensation final settlement agreement from class action counsel and Canada that 
RC Teegee just mentioned. It was filed in Federal Court so is public:                                

o https://fncaringsociety.com/publications/class-action-federal-court-legal-filings-compensation  

FNCFS agencies can access the questionnaire here:  
o https://ifsd.ca/web/default/files/FNCFS/Questionnaires/2022-04-07_FNCFS%20agency%20questionnaire.pdf  

First Nations not affiliated to a FNCFS agency can access the questionnaire here:  
o https://ifsd.ca/web/default/files/public/2022-04-07_Questionnaire%20for%20First%20Nations%20not%20served%20by%20a%20FNCFS%20agency%20[Copy%2029090125].pdf  

Agencies SEFPN:  
o https://ifsd.ca/web/default/files/public/2022-04-07_Questionnaire%20pour%20les%20agences%20SEFPN%20[Copy%2028084885].pdf 

Premières Nations non desservie par une agence SEFPN:  
o https://ifsd.ca/web/default/files/public/2022-04-07_Questionnaire%20pour%20les%20Premi%C3%A8res%20Nations%20non%20desservies%20par%20une%20agence%20de%20SEFPN%20[Copy%2010491444].pdf    

Check out some free financial literacy resources the Caring Society has done with youth in care to help prepare 
young people for financial success:   

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rrl5hC3DbHg&lc=Ugyz1FWVYLJarRMJa4l4AaABAg  

Hot off the press - a new report on the effectiveness of substance misuse interventions for First Nations, Metis 
and Inuit peoples:   

o https://socialwork.utoronto.ca/fraser-mustard-institute-for-human-development-fmihd-policy-bench/  

Here is the AFN resolution on Canadian Human Rights Compensation that informs the Caring Society's positions: 
o https://www.afn.ca/uploads/Social_Development/85-2018_en.pdf  

The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal issued an order on how the human rights compensation should flow:  
o https://fncaringsociety.com/publications/2021-chrt-7  

Here is the link to the Canadian Incidence Study on Reported Child Abuse and Neglect First Nations data:  
o https://fncaringsociety.com/information-sheets  

Here is a timeline of all the reports documenting the inequalities in federal funding for CFS prior to the 
complaint being filed:  

o https://fncaringsociety.com/pre-tribunal-timeline-history-first-nations-child-and-family-services-funding  

Here is the information on how to contact the class action: https://www.sotosclassactions.com/cases/first-nations-youth/  
 
Here is an information sheet on the eligibility of First Nations children off reserve (regardless of status) who are 
recognized by their nations and the eligibility of First Nations to receive funds to develop their Jordan's Principle 
recognition processes: https://fncaringsociety.com/publications/summary-chrt-ruling-eligibility-jordans-principle-2020-chrt-20                                      
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Here are links to the awesome reports from youth in care: https://www.a7g.ca/reports.html  
 
Contact Information for Jordan’s Principle in BC - Key Contacts, BC Region 

A/Manager of Operations and Policy: Grant Robinson - grant.robinson@sac-isc.gc.ca 
Director, Child and Family Services: Angela McCarthy - angela.mccarthy@sac-isc.gc.ca 

BC Region Duty Phone: (778) 951 0716  
Monitored during business hours 8:00am 4:00pm  

General Inbox: Principedejordancb-bcjordansprinciple@sac-isc.gc.ca 

Payments Inbox: Paiementsprincipedejordancb-bcjordansprinciplepayments@sac-isc.gc.ca 

Capital Requests Inbox: cbpjtcdp41@sac-isc.gc.ca 

National Jordan's Principle Call Centre: 1 855 JP CHILD (1 855 572 4453) 
Teletypewriter: 1 866 553 0554, Available 24 hours, 7 days a week 
 
Questions & Answers 

How far back does ISC go on compensation? 
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock in chat  

o On compensation, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal orders require Canada to pay human rights 
compensation to eligible victims 40K each dating back to January 1, 2006 (one year prior to when the 
complaint was filed).  The class action folks are going back to 1991 - what is important is to preserve the 
legal entitlement of those eligible for CHRT compensation at a minimum value of 40K while 
compensating others who are not covered by the order. 

What would the process be to help child and families access the funds?  
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock in chat  

o Hi - good question on how the compensation money will be accessed. The Canadian Human Rights 
Tribunal issued an order on how the human rights compensation should flow: 
https://fncaringsociety.com/publications/2021-chrt-7  

Do you see this being extended to off reserve families where their children were apprehended as well?  
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o I’m going to actually invite Mary to kick in here because she has a class action to kind of talk to us all 
about and share with the group. But before I do that, I just want to remind people about Jordan’s 
Principal and the gift of his family and have that sacred little boys spirit. It was not just about making 
sure there's equitable access to services, it was about dealing with these on and off reserve issues 
where kids and families fall through the cracks.  
What Jordan’s Principal said, is that the government of first contact pays for the service, and then they 
can collect from the other level of government later, but the child comes first. And, really, I think that 
that should be applied in this context with child and family services it shouldn't matter where the child 
lives.  
The government of first contact in this case the Federal Government should pay for the service, and 
then they can set up a thing with BC or whatever province, to get reimbursed if they want what 
shouldn't happen is that we have service providers or families, having to go to one level of government 
to get one child's needs met and then going to another level of government and hoping that that level 
of government will also meet that child's that is really an unworkable system and it's really a recipe for 
discrimination to be happening for First Nations children, young people, so my solution to a little 
problem is Jordan’s Principal. 

https://www.a7g.ca/reports.html
mailto:grant.robinson@sac-isc.gc.ca
mailto:angela.mccarthy@sac-isc.gc.ca
mailto:Principedejordancb-bcjordansprinciple@sac-isc.gc.ca
mailto:Paiementsprincipedejordancb-bcjordansprinciplepayments@sac-isc.gc.ca
mailto:cbpjtcdp41@sac-isc.gc.ca
https://fncaringsociety.com/publications/2021-chrt-7
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And also demanding that these provinces bring their funding up to standard, and while we work at 
continuing to urge the federal government closer to compliance married you want to share your work, 
about your class action you got going. 

Addressed by Mary Teegee 
o So there's a few things that's going on right now there is them the federal Court is approved, about 

seven days or eight days ago, a class action on behalf of Officer of Indigenous children, and I think that is 
so important because we've often says it said that you know our children Are everywhere and our 
families are everywhere, and you know it's the resources of our of our territories that fund the 
government to provide services. 
So to last, we don't see that often on and it's just an arbitrary line, so I think the importance of the 
certification that that Federal Court action is so important because there is that the onus on the federal 
government as well, because you know that the fiduciary responsibility. 
It is discriminatory that we're not going to be funding our children that just happened to be removed off 
reserve. I think if you think about this in the practical sense, think about this, so we have post majority 
services that actually are on reserve. 
And still where we provide services to our children and we're going to say okay Do you remember you 
were removed off around reserves, so your federal billable and so we're going to provide life skills and 
we're going to do all this stuff and housing, but Oh, you will revolve officer I’m sorry we have no money 
for you. 
That is ridiculous that best discriminate best discrimination so it's really important for the Federal courts 
to have approved that, of course, in the province of BC along with Gowlings WLG. Again, the same ones 
that are doing the federal case we are looking at. we've you know we've filed already what the province 
of BC again because there isn't that substandard quality. 
The discrimination against our children, and so there, there is that movement we are proceeding with 
those court actions to ensure that all our children, regardless of residency get the services that they 
deserve, and that justice demand, so that they can achieve the standard of quality. 

How does the FN Representative Services reconcile with Child/Youth Advocate legislation and policies within 
the provinces?  
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o I would say that that work hasn't been done is one of those things on our to do list is to make sure that 

there is kind of a seamless level of advocacy for different parties that are involved in child welfare ban 

representative services or to represent the first nation in the legal proceeding. 

In some cases we have in Ontario, for example, children's lawyers and other places, we have children's 

representatives or child advocates. We need to figure out a way of really coordinating this via this stuff 

and so, for me, I just get back to Mary's piece, I think we all need to take the time necessary to do this in 

a good way for kids. 

We are serviced well by the Agreement in Principle that gives paramountcy to the well-being of kids, but 

that is an excellent question and, frankly, I think we would welcome your ideas.  

Helaina, are you getting any of that kind of information and questions when the work that you're doing? 

Addressed by Helaina Gaspard 

o We're certainly trying to dig in a little bit deeper into the representative services position and so we're 

open to any ideas Lisa made note Of the reconciling question that you've asked here we're certainly 

getting questions with a whole host of positions, including you know what to do with person majority 

supports what that funding flow might look like what eligible, so always happy to receive those 

questions they're certainly helping to nurture our analysis and frame the work that's happening. 
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Why was the prevention funding limited to on reserve and crown lands when IFSD stated for all members?  
Addressed by Helaina Gaspard 

o So perhaps like I’m happy to start so just to be to be clear when I did when we did our cost analysis for 
the face to work, and for that study the cost analysis that we used was specifically. For on reserve 
populations, the membership question didn't come up for us, we simply don't have that data in a 
consistent fashion, so the best data we had was on reserve populations. 
I will note that the question of unreserved offers are is coming up all of the time, no matter where we 
are in the country, and this is something that's a real preoccupation for us, and so we're actually trying 
to look at ways that we can better understand.  
For instance, by asking agencies by asking First Nations how many people do you serve and we don't ask 
about residency because we recognize that sometimes people move into the Community out of the 
Community throughout the year. We also recognize that there may be people living in the Community, 
that are not necessarily members. So, on the one hand, we are absolutely looking at that question of 
territory but also looking at different ways of trying to capture the people that are served, full stop 
wherever they might live. 

Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o And I would just remind everyone the remedies that we're getting here are related to the Canadian 
human rights tribunal case it was brought against Canada, so the provinces were named in that case. 
And we couldn't bring that case frankly only first nations into regions could have brought a case against 
the province. That it's not something that we could have done so that's why you're getting all of these 
investments really going on reserve. 
What are the questions that we need to have more of a conversation about dissipating human rights 
tribunals order says that the funding should go to all people on a per capita basis on reserve, it does not 
restrict it to Indian registry. 
And so that's just something that we're having conversations about just to make sure that first nations 
are not being disadvantaged. 

Addressed by Mary Teegee 
o I think really the also the question like what and why did, why was it that we did the on reserve because 

at the time, if you read the and you know back in 2006 already. Remember, there were like many 
reports, there was a Wednesday report the auditor general report and at every step of the way. 
The Canada had the opportunity to remedy that discriminated discriminatory funding and the 
competitor was the First Nations agencies, compared to what Canada was doing what Canada was. 
How they were funding based on per capita, so we have we've we looked at, you know ourselves, for 
example in British Columbia what we were getting paid and you look compared that to say a social 
worker, so in that case back then. 
I know that as Executive Director, I could only pay my social worker so much money, and it was between 
three to $6 less than an empty provincial worker Plus we didn't have money for prevention on reserve 
so there was that compared or we needed something to say, this is a discrimination. 

What about those Children off reserve who did not gain Status until 1985 or later? 
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o Okay, so is that to do with Jordan’s Principal or is that the good news I'll just answer it in terms of 

Jordan’s Principal while we have a good luck and in terms of Jordan’s Principle we have got a fantastic 

order from the Federal Court on that and that is a first nations children were … register … the ruling so 

rare off reserve, if your nations principle, this is very important it's more of a nation recognition piece, 

and then a second piece that a lot of folks don't know. 

In your nation, say, if you don't have a process for recognizing children for Jordan’s Principle. Let's be 

clear it's not for anything else is just for getting help under Jordan’s Principle if you don't have a process 

for doing that. 
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The government actually has to provide you with funds in order to consult with your nation and come 

up with one. So even that can be covered off this is a very important piece, and in terms of 

compensation, it would be for children who were affected by the Federal First Nations shot and family 

service as program or the federal implementation of Jordan’s Principle on the human rights class action, 

but there is one off reserve is just an earlier stage of development. I don't know Helaina, is I get that 

right is there anything you want to add? 

Addressed by Mary Teegee  
o I think that's good fun and just because you kind of cut out I don't know if everybody cut out and that's 

where the nation can develop their own criteria as to who was going to be able to access Jordan’s 

Principle. Which is hugely important because you know the right for us to determine who are citizens it 

kind of lends itself to that whole for self-determination, so I think it's really important to you know 

access with the funding to develop your own process. 

Will funds be available for the children who weren't taken, but went through trauma and later been 
victimized by intergenerational trauma?  
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o Now, this is a really good question I think I’m just going to clarify that I’m going to answer, because I 
think you're asking about compensation, but if that's not, if I’m not getting that right, please just correct 
me and then we'll get tried to get the right answer because your question support. 
When it comes to compensation under the human rights damages the Tribunal listed as children and 
care and children who were removed their families, because they had to, for example, go to a hospital 
or go to a specialized clinic because they were denied at home care in their own families, those are the 
people who are eligible for compensation under the Canadian human rights tribunal orders. 
Some families and children who were together stayed at home still suffered trauma related to denial, 
the services under Jordan's Principle, they are also issues like entitled to $40,000. I put a link to the good 
tribunals orders, you can see who's eligible and who isn't. 
We need to look carefully at the final agreement on compensation to see who's in and who's out who is 
eligible and who's not and that question for me, is still not answered. there's some stuff where their 
final agreement says we'll get more information and a few months that information is actually really 
critical to answering that type of question so I don't know Mary or Helaina if you have anything else you 
want to add to show up as good point there, and there is I'll put it in the chat - there's an information 
line, you can ring about compensation to get more details from those class action folks directly, so I'll 
put that in the chat as well. 

After the $40k to children and families- will there be any money to invest in FN community infrastructure that 
is so badly needed?  
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o That depends on what they agreed to in the final agreement and how many people come forward when 
you when you agree to a fixed amount. It really depends on the leftover amount, or even if there's 
enough money depends on how many people are actually entitled under the class action. 
That's a question that we still don't know, an answer to in terms of getting your infrastructure 
addressed. And we, the leadership and then some of the folks on the experts on the call you'll 
remember, we did the Spirit Bear Plan and that got approval by the Chiefs in assembly in 2017 and what 
it is, is cost out all of the inequalities facing families, and then remedy those inequalities, so that we're 
not spending decades and years trying to get basic dignity and public services for family. So my 
recommendation is advocate strongly for implementation of the public of the Spirit Bear upon by both 
the Federal Government and by the provincial government, because this case is not going to be able to 
remedy all of those structural inequalities you're talking about. 
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But if Gregory can kind of maybe, let us know if there's a nation, who wants to get the funding for 
Jordan’s Principle on defining their who's registered who's eligible for Jordan’s Principle is there a 
process in BC that they should undertake maybe to share with us? 

Addressed Gregory Miller 
o That's a very good question - I can definitely take that back to the Jordan’s Principle unit and then that 

out either to through the Secretariat of broadly to everybody in the call or to the individual at the 
specific question. And as well just on that the capital, French, we could talk for four days on this topic, a 
little, but we do have a small army of a unit available in BC region to support First Nations under the 
CHRT 41 Capital Order. And maybe Lori that can be a takeaway is we, maybe we organize another 
session, specifically on CHRT 41 and the process available to support nations. 
In access to funding for capital projects that have the purchase or construction of assets that support 
the delivery of the First Nations child and family services Program, and that that the CHRT 41 process is 
available to support nations, wherever they may be, on the spectrum of being ready to purchase or 
build a capital asset. So, whether you're at the capital needs assessment to identify what your needs are 
in your Community all the way to the actual design and construction of a project. 
And so staff technical staff are available to support nations and navigating that process and provide 
them the assistance that may be required so maybe that could be a subsequent session. 
Mary, I’m not sure what your thoughts are on that, if that would be helpful for us to collaborate on just 
because there wasn't enough time today to get into the full presence. 

Addressed by Mary Teegee 
o I think that's a really good idea, right now, because I know I'm just fielding so many calls from 

everywhere, so I really think we should have another session just capital specific. 
And I know often I’ve been getting the question around what is a capital for Jordan’s Principle, for 
example, what are, what are we talking about with that, so I think, maybe that would be a good session 
on what I could see how many questions we have, and I got back so we're not going to be able to go 
through all the questions today. 

Are there any guidelines on how FN communities set up the structure to administer the prevention funding? 
Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 

o Helaina can take this one, and then I’ll just add on to it. 

Addressed by Helaina Gaspard 

o Thank you Cindy. So there are a couple of different pieces that are really that we think can be quite 
helpful, first and foremost, will be working with just about 20 collaborators first nations and agencies 
that will help to raise different approaches to designing and developing prevention services and 
programming. 
We know that this is time intensive and certainly costly so we're doing our best to highlight what's 
already happening on the ground and what we can learn from existing service providers and critically. 
We also anticipate that a First Nations lead secretariat should also help play a supporting role on this 
prevention design prevention program delivery, so in in the vision or in the design options that were 
preparing for providers for stakeholders is a secretariat that would help to collect these practices, help 
to collect these programs, and certainly make them available to providers across the country and that 
for us, is something that we've been hearing in different forums and certainly from different providers 
in different groups of providers that that kind of function would be really helpful almost like a library 
right where you can pull down program ideas HR you know components cost analysis all of those sorts 
of things. 

Addressed by Cindy Blackstock 
o I think this, how do you start from the ground up is such an important question and that's why it's also 

just a big shout out to you first nations who are in that situation, please participate in the research, 
because we need to know where that's at, but you have expert colleagues and agencies who have 
already laid some track on this and I’d really recommend you reach out to them To see what the 
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processes that were that they undertook what were some of their lessons learned what are some of the 
best practices. 
And though I’m in as a best practices in quotes because sometimes I worry we talk about best practices, 
but we don't talk about the conditions that made those practices possible. And, as he as what really 
important so ask your First Nations agency colleagues what kind of services are most effective, how did 
you make that happen.  
All of those pieces are there, and also in the chat I’ve been kind of putting together some of the 
resources that you could start from. 
Looking at what are the actual needs of First Nations, what are those drivers that Mary talked about, 
their poverty their addictions or mental health, Their poor housing their domestic violence, you have to 
drive your prevention money towards those if you're really going to make a difference in culturally 
informed ways. 
The other piece is to look at some of the other interventions, for example, there was a lot of attention 
given to birth alerts. Well, it turns out that there's no evidence that they work but there's also not 
enough evidence to say they don't work.  
So we need to look beyond just kind of what our emotional responses are to these issues, and I say they 
shouldn't be used because there's no evidence that they work. 
But actually looking at interventions that work, and so I just posted a review that has been done on 
interventions with substance misuse.  
There's other tools that are out there and really look for people to work with you, who have got a lot of 
experience in First Nations child and family services, thankfully, there is people out there who have that 
expertise now and often you it's done at low cost or free or just for kind of being supportive in your 
communities and on your data front. 
Helaina didn't have time today, but she has got a fabulous software program that could help you start to 
identify where your kids are at now in terms of the outcomes and how to track those over time, so you 
can calibrate your services to the actual needs up your Community members. 
Mary do you have anything else you want to add? 

Addressed by Mary Teegee 
o And thank you for that Cindy, and I think and again that's a lot of some of the questions that I’ve been 

asked.  
So one of the things that we have and across Canada, you do have like you know you have the fs if you 
have a pullback has got a sort of a club more of a prevention system That really reflects it in different 
ways of being but so one of the things that I would strongly recommend that, remember, remember, 
remember this, our leaders all those years ago really wanted to be able to have a say in what happens 
to their children and families. And really that's, that is what jurisdiction is, at the end of the day is having 
the ability to make decisions so back a long time ago, the delegated agency was made as an interim 
measure until you get to that place and it also to build capacity. 
And so there are agencies that have been around like we like, for example, our agency has been around 
for 30 years and so, all of those lessons learned and what's in these talking about you know those wise 
practices, you know we did that, with very little money that prevention services that we have So we are 
you know still reach out because for us it's one of our principles of being Indigenous is generosity is of 
love and a child as a child as a child regardless so The best way is to you know to reach out because I 
know, for us, for example, like we know we're willing to share information. 
We do have the goal for that we have the Indigenous child and family services directors forum here in 
British Columbia, which is comprised of all the 24 identity, the agencies that are in BC. So we are starting 
to catalog all of the you know the different types of forums templates. You know, information around 
insurance all of these things we're getting that in one place to help those nations that aren't part of an 
agency to help them develop their prevention programs. 
I think there's we're also going to have a little going to have a provincial but we've just sort of agreed 
just recently to have a national conference coming up in November Where we're going to talk about you 
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know operations and administration, legal and governance issues that jurisdiction we're going to talk 
about prevention and practice and then have people from across Canada to teach us to tell us what they 
do what's working in their area of The world and then have that information we're also I’m really 
looking to, especially when it comes to post majority is collect all those toolkits for you services. 
for example, we have a toolkit about how to how to run a culture camp and that's what you want to do 
right from the very start to the very beginning all the forms that you need all the liabilities that you and 
all the risk, but all the good things to that we've learned over the last 20 years of running cultural camps 
so there's a lot of work doing that is out there, so, especially if you're you know, especially smaller 
nation you've never received the funding and you really need help reach out to your agencies for sure, 
because I think we're all in this together. 

-end- 

 
 
 


